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Little by little, the pigs become dominant, gaining more power and advantage over the other animals, so much
so that they become as corrupt and power-hungry as their predecessors, the humans. Meanwhile, Boxer takes
up a second maxim: "Napoleon is always right. Napoleon and Squealer convince the animals that Snowball
destroyed the windmill, although the scorn of the neighbouring farmers suggests the windmill's walls were too
thin. His novel contains themes of satire and the general characteristics of dystopian fiction, although its
primary convention is allegory. Why, work night and day, body and soul, for the overthrow of the human race!
And above all, pass on this message of mine to those who come after you, so that future generations shall
carry on the struggle until it is victorious. Benjamin the donkey, who "could read as well as any pig",[5]
notices that the van belongs to "Alfred Simmonds, Horse Slaughterer and Glue Boiler", and attempts to mount
a rescue; but the animals' attempts are futile. George Orwell was an outspoken democratic socialist and his
imposed his concerns and criticism of Soviet Russia into his book. The animals of the "Manor Farm"
overthrow their human master after a long history of mistreatment. Napoleon gained power over the animals
by using force, propaganda, manipulating the animals and sending his opposition into exile. After a violent
storm, the animals find the windmill annihilated. This tactic allows dictators like Napoleon to control their
people in two ways. Napoleon obtains power fundamentally by elimination of all opposing him. The animals
revolt and drive the drunken and irresponsible Mr. Using the nine dogs that Napoleon raises intimidation ,
Squealer propaganda , and manipulation, Orwell illustrates how Napoleon was able to gain and maintain
control of the farm Only get rid of Man, and the produce of our labour would be our own. George Orwell's
Animal Farm is a political satire of a totalitarian society ruled by a mighty dictatorship, in all probability an
allegory for the events surrounding the Russian Revolution of  After Napoleon's forces Snowball off the farm,
he uses Snowball's image to provide a scapegoat for the other animals. Years pass, and the pigs learn to walk
upright, carry whips, and wear clothes. She continues to engage in frivolous activities. No animal would want
that because it would mean they were an enemy of the farm. The animals of "Manor Farm" overthrow their
human master Mr. Squealer reports that the van was purchased by the hospital and the writing from the
previous owner had not been repainted. Napoleon also used many tools of propaganda to gain power. When
Snowball announces his idea for a windmill, Napoleon opposes it. He blames all of the farm's problems on
Snowball. In Snowball's absence, Napoleon declares himself leader and makes changes. By using all these
tactics Napoleon manages to maintain his leadership. This helped very much in keeping his oppositions views
and beliefs as unnoticed as possible. Some of these techniques include controlling information through
education, scapegoating, use of fear, swaying public opinion and blind obedience. He obtains and maintains
power by turning other animals weaknesses into his opportunities. According to Lord Actin, "Power corrupts
and absolute power corrupts absolutely," states that power can make an individual vulnerable to corruption.
He is able to establish a ruling built off of violence and deceit. Like Stalin and many other dictators, Napoleon
justifies this violence by suggesting that it is all for the greater good, but also that the farm is constantly under
threat from the outside. He recounts a tale of Boxer's death in the hands of the best medical care. Clover is
Boxer's companion, astout motherly mare approaching middle life, who had never quite got her figure back
after her fourth foalbenjamin he was someone who will make you think black is white but it not he one of
those people who will do what he wants Benjamin is "the oldest animal on the farm and the worst tempered. In
the novel of Animal Farm, George Orwell he wanted to show how a novel is an allegory of the situation in
Russia during the communist years and a satire of the political situation at that time between Napoleon and
Stalin. Napoleon maintained his power over Animal Farm by turning situations to his advantage and using
different strategies to signify his importance. George Orwell's Animal Farm provides an unusual outlook on
the Russian Revolution and its leaders by using animals to represent their human counterparts.


